Vaginal breech deliveries selected using computed tomographic pelvimetry may be associated with fewer adverse outcomes.
Vaginal breech (VB) delivery at term remains controversial. Our objective was to compare neonatal and maternal outcomes in VB deliveries selected using computed tomographic (CT) pelvimetry to those selected clinically. A retrospective cohort study of singleton, term, VB deliveries with adequate clinical pelvimetry and estimated fetal weight of 3,850 g was performed. Women in the CT group had adequate pelvimetry by CT measurements. Neonatal and maternal outcomes were recorded. Of the VB deliveries, 58 women had adequate CT pelvimetry and 37 women were selected using clinical criteria alone. There were no perinatal deaths. Neonatal morbidity was significantly lower in VB deliveries selected using CT criteria at 0% versus 10.8% in the clinically selected group (p=0.02). VB deliveries selected using CT pelvimetry may be associated with fewer adverse neonatal outcomes than those selected using only clinical criteria. Therefore, it is inappropriate, without CT pelvimetry and strict selection criteria, to conclude that VB deliveries are unsafe. Our experience suggests that there may be a population in which VB delivery is a safe alternative if selected using a combination of specific clinical, sonographic, and CT criteria.